
November 14, 2018

Washington State Forest Practice Board               Re:  PHB Validation Study Design
P.O. Box 47012 
Olympia, WA  98504-7012         

Good morning Chairman Bernath and Forest Practices Board members,
My name is Steve Barnowe-Meyer and, along with Ken Miller, I represent small forestland 
owners and the Washington Farm Forestry Association (WFFA) on the TFW Policy 
Committee.

I have previously provided public comment to the Board from Washington Farm Forestry 
Association pertaining to grave concerns we had with several prior recommendations from 
the PHB Science Panel.  Although some of our concerns have subsequently been 
addressed, several critically important concerns still remain, including use of a “percent 
captured” statistic to analyze alternatives, failure to utilize all appropriately available data to 
quantify the performance of alternative recommendations, as well as concerns about 
appropriate analysis and treatment of tributary streams.

Today WFFA appreciates the opportunity provided by the Board to submit comments about 
whether or not the Board should accept the PHB Validation Study Design, as prepared by the 
current PHB Science Panel. 

First, there are many facets of the study plan that are quite good, well thought out and are 
worthy of your acceptance. However, WFFA has several major concerns and suggestions for 
revision that I strongly recommend that the Board consider, prior to the Board’s acceptance 
of the proposed study design, as follows:

 Desired outcomes from the validation study and a detailed analytical plan need to be 
developed further than found in the current plan,

 WFFA strongly recommends the inclusion in the final approved study plan of all 
recommendations identified by Brian Fransen in his “Additional Perspectives and 
Supporting Science …” document dated October 26th and provided to the Board,

 Lack of a detailed assessment of the anadromous zone proposals needs to be 
rectified, either by inclusion in the study plan or in a separate analysis developed by 
CMER, and

 For transparency, credibility and consistency with the FFR Adaptive Management 
process, CMER must be brought into the loop to review and work with the study 
design authors to accomplish any necessary clarifications and resolve any remaining 
technical issues prior to final Board approval of the study design

Finally, I strongly recommend that, as part of fleshing out the desired outcomes from the 
study plan and developing a more robust and detailed analytical plan, CMER and the study 
plan authors leverage the data collection and eventual findings from this study to inform the 
need for and development of credible revisions to the current default physical criteria within 
the current water typing rule.  As I have noted several times previously to this Board, having 
highly credible, statistically valid and appropriate default physical criteria as one of the tools 
available for Type F water typing is an extremely high priority for small forestland owners.  



Every effort should be made upfront to make sure that the monies spent and data collected 
during this study help develop credible and appropriate revisions to current default physical 
criteria and help reduce disproportionate impact on small forest landowners that utilize the 
current default physical criteria.   

Thank you for this opportunity to provide input to you about the PHB Validation Study Design.

Steve Barnowe-Meyer
Washington Farm Forestry Association


